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Position statement  

The Computer Society (CS) serves a significant role in realizing a fulfilling life through the latest technologies 

such as smartphones, the Internet of Things, 3D printers, smart cities, self-driving automobiles, heavy particle 

beam cancer therapy systems, big data analysis, cloud servers, and supercomputers. 

The CS’s activities such as Education, Conferences, Publishing, Member Services, and Standards, as well as 

passing down pioneering work to future generations, are supported by volunteers. From my 34 years of 

membership and volunteer service, I know how important it is to thank explicitly those volunteers who contribute 

so much to the CS. Motivating increased participation in the above activities benefits academia, industry, 

governments, and ordinary people globally. 

 If elected,  I will do my best to realize following plans. 

 

1. Rewards system to thank the volunteers explicitly  

I will start a design of a system to thank the volunteers to improve their motivation to undertake activities that 

benefit humanity. I am thinking of introducing a kind of rewards system.  In this system, the volunteers can 

accumulate points from their work as a chair or a member of committees for Governance, Conferences, 

Publications, Education, Standards, History, as well as reviewers for CS publications, taking into account 

promptness and quality. We may have honors for activities performed every year and over a lifetime—for 

example, naming premiere members, distinguished reviewers, lifetime VIP members, and so on. The concrete 

implementation should be discussed in a committee. 

 

2.  Closer relationship with industry  

Also, I would like to come up with a way to develop a closer relationship with industry. Decreasing of industrial 

members has been a big problem for every academic society. Based on my 30-year experience with industry and 

academia collaborations, including startup offerings with my patents and software. Through this activity, the CS 

will be able to contribute to matching needs from industry and seeds from academia and promptly supplying our 

latest technologies as value-added products to ordinary people for more convenient life. 

 

3. Top researchers’ videos for catching up the latest technologies and as presents for future generations   

Furthermore, I will continue to create new activities to promote research and development and to hand down 

technical treasures to future generations. As an example of the activities, our Multicore STC already developed 

the Multicore Compiler Video Course with top researchers representing this era. 
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